
Internship in ESA’s Advanced Concepts Team  

on 

Crowdsourcing ideas: a web interface to creativity 
 

 

Topic description 
Generating, nurturing, evolving and refining ideas are at the core of innovation process in scientific developments. Given 

the very nature of space science, innovative ideas, in this context, may originate from citizens, academics, writers, 

industries and benefit [1] from a common discussion platform / forum where they can be grown into mature projects, get 

transformed into something else, or be logged for future discussions. Web sites such as stackoverflow or kickstarter [2] 

or changeorg [3] proved to be efficient aggregators for different communities interested in sharing ideas and skills. In a 

similar way, a platform could function for space related concepts, questions and ideas related to the main ESA innovation 

pipeline. Similar, but with a different aim and structure, is the recent beta project from StackOverflow called space Stack 

Exchange which could serve as an interesting reference for this project. 

 

Candidate's tasks 
The specific project tasks include: 

• The candidate will help defining and implement a web portal where ideas can be entered, discussed and directed 

into the most appropriate final process within ESA's innovation pipeline; 

• Using popular web developing tools such as django the candidate will set up a pilot, together with the ESA web-

portal team, aimed at showing the use and potential of an open innovation platform for space related concepts. 

 

The ideal candidate 
Mandatory: 
• Strong programming skills in Python; 

• Experience with crowdsourcing web portals. 

Desirable: 
• Experience with django and web programming; 

• Interest in innovation processes and creative thinking. 
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